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RESCH EXPO, GREEN BAY, WI

FEBRUARY 1ST - 4TH, 2023

Expo Hall Hours
Thursday, February 2nd: 4:30pm to 7:00pm
Friday, February 3rd: 11:00am to 3:00pm
Saturday, February 4th: 11:00am to 1:15pm
www.WisconsinEMS.com
Wisconsin EMS Association®

Join Your Peers on
Feb 1th - 4th, 2023
at the Resch Expo
in
Green Bay, WI
Build New Relationships
Grow Your Network
Expand Your Knowledge

Don't Delay!
Register Today!

Facility
Map

Exhibit Hall located
in HALL A & B
Resch Expo
840 Armed Forces Dr
Green Bay, WI

Event Schedule
Wednesday
6:30 pm to 9:30 pm

SOCIAL MIXER

Thursday
4:30 pm to 7:00 pm

EXPO HALL OPENS

6:30 pm to 9:30 pm

NETWORK & CHILL

Meet new peers and network with colleagues, speakers, and friends in
the Resch Expo Lounge Area.

See over 100+ exhibitors with helicopters, ambulances, equipment and
more in our larger-than-life exhibit hall.

Movie Night: Choose from 3 different movies with popcorn and snacks
provided or hang out in the lounge and mingle with other attendees.

Play Booth Bingo and visit
our sponsors for a chance
to win great prizes!

Event Schedule
Friday
11:15 am to 12:45 pm

(continued)

EXPO HALL & LUNCH

Explore the Exhibit Hall and choose from multiple food options.

1:45 pm to 2:45 pm

EXPO HALL

Need that extra bit of time to see some of the exhibits? Here's your
chance.

6:30 pm to 9:30 pm

PENDING

Free Night to Explore Green Bay. Pending Possible Evening Event.

Saturday
11:15 am to 1:15 pm

EXPO HALL & LUNCH

Last chance to visit Exhibitors! Enjoy multiple food options as well.

Schedule:
10:00 AM/ 10:30 AM to 12:30 PM - Introduction to EMS
12:30 PM to 1:30 PM - Lunch (Included)
1:30 PM to 4:30 PM - Hands-on Workshop/ Learning Lab
4:30 PM to 7:30 PM (est.) - Expo Hall Opens/ Dinner Options

Contact:

wemsa@wisconsinems.com
414-431-8193

www.WEMSAExpo.com
WEMSA EMS Conference & Expo

SCHEDULE
Wednesday, February 1st
Leadership
Track

ALS
Track

8:00 am to Officers Bootcamp Why Does Everything I Do
Just Make Things Worse?
(Workshop)
9:00 am
Taking Care of Critically
Identify the importance of ethics and the role it plays in a
supervisor's day-to-day operations and understand the
importance of teamwork and integration to achieve
tasks. Understand the obligations of a supervisor related
to public speaking and how to handle these situations.
Define the meaning of process improvement and how to
implement change. Identify different communication
skills and techniques to use as a new leader and
understand conflict management and how to handle
difficult situations as a new supervisor.

[MGT] (Management Training)
Scott Moore, Esq., EMS Attorney

9:15 am to
10:15 am

(Continued
Workshop)

BLS
Track
The Final Cut: Field
Amputations

While being faced with doing a field
amputation is considered rare, caring for a
Diabetic Ketoacidosis is a medical
patient who has already cut off a limb in an
emergency that is complex at best and
accident is common and most of us have a
near impossible to treat at worst. If you’re couple of these types of calls under our
not sure what you’re doing when handling belt already. We will review ALL aspects of
these patients, every move you make can
an amputation including mechanism of
push them closer to the edge. In this course injury, recovering a limb, partial versus
we will dive deep into what DKA really is
complete amputations, and what criteria is
and looks like, what are the direct
considered IF you were, in fact, faced with
consequences of this disease process, and the possibility of doing the amputation
how we can best treat these patients in the yourself.
transport environment; without causing
more harm!

ill DKA patients

[ALS] (Medical)

[ALL] (Trauma)

Katie Koshak EMT-B, RN, BSN, CFR
Flight Nurse

Janet Taylor, BSN, CEN, CFRN, CCEMT-P

(Continued
Workshop)

Emergency Care in
the Midst of Disaster
When disaster struck the island of Haiti on
the morning of August 14th people came
from all over to help aid those affected. In
this session you will hear from a flight
clinician volunteering from Wisconsin, what
she experienced during this devastating
event. You will hear about the vital role Haiti
Air Ambulance had in triage, treatment and
transport of those injured in the earthquake,
the challenges faced and the hope they
provided to the people of Haiti.

[ALL] (Operations)
Johanna Thompson, Flight Paramedic
Clinical Logistics Specialist & Educator

10:30 am to (Continued
Workshop)
11:30 am

Grey Matter Matters;
What’s the Matter with
How We Treat TBI’s?

Traumatic brain injuries are the number one, leading cause of
trauma-related death in the United States, and for good reason.
TBI’s can be catastrophic for our patients, ranging anywhere from
a mild concussion to a severe case of a subarachnoid
hemorrhage. For every minute a severe traumatic brain injury is
mis-managed their likelihood for mortality increases. In this course
we will talk about the pathology of the different types of TBI, how
to properly assess and monitor this patient population, and most
importantly how to manage these patients and give them the best
chance of survival possible.
[ALS] (Trauma) Katie Koshak EMT-B, RN, BSN, CFRN
Flight Nurse

Lunch
11:30 am to 12:30pm

Upper
Lounge

Pump Up the Volume:
Ventricular Assist Devices
in EMS Transport
Ventricular Assist Devices are becoming more
common with the increase in Heart Failure patients
and not as many available heart transplants as are
demanded. Ventricular Assist Devices (VADs) are
giving heart failure patients a few options. We
discuss Bridge to Transplant, Bridge to Destination,
etc. as well as how to manage a patient with a
VAD. Brands of VADs, which ones you are most
likely to be working with, what the alarms and
buttons on the controllers mean, how your
assessment changes, etc. will be addressed as well
as having a hands-on opportunity to see VAD
controllers and batteries and access the commonly
used VAD reference book created by Thoratec.

[ALL] (Cardiology)

Janet Taylor, BSN, CEN, CFRN, CCEMT-P

SCHEDULE
Wednesday, February 1st
Leadership
Track

ALS
Track

BLS
Track

them to real-world cases, and see how it
all impacts patient care decisions and
potential outcomes. Whether you want
to better understand SI QIII TIII,
Sgarbossa, BARCELONA, or think it may
all be bologna, join Brian for a look into
their heart.

scene, and the final determination of
death by the coroner / medical
examiner have. This interaction is
complex, but critical on all calls
involving the death of an individual
with EMS on scene. We will be using
a minimum of three case studies
showing how clues found on scene,
witness statements, and activities
during resuscitation can be part of the
entire investigation process.

Look Into Their Heart
Beyond the Pulse
12:45 pm
EMS Calls -->
(12
Lead
EKG)
Workshop
Check:
Effective
to
Documentation -->
Join
us
for
a
fast-paced
review
of
some
1:45 pm employee selection for often-neglected electrophysiology
Death Investigation
This
hands (minds) on case study class
21st Century
concepts that then steamrolls into some
explores the close interaction that EMS
advanced multi-lead ECG fun! We’ll look
calls for service, how you document the
(Half Day Workshop)
at some interesting ECG tracings, apply
In this era of staffing shortages does your employee
selection process look something like this?
18 years old or older? YES
No recent felony convictions? YES
Reach over and check for a pulse…YES!!!! YOU’RE HIRED!
Is this process leading to regrettable hires, poor new hire
retention, and mixed results? We can help with that. This
course will take you through the process of creating an
employee selection process for your agency. We will cover
recruitment, interviewing, and background checks with
simple strategies that can work for every agency."

[ALS] (Medical)
Brian Donaldson, Paramedicine Leader
EMS Director, Peach County EMS

[ALL] (Operations)
Jeremy McMullen, NRP, BSEMSA, CADS
Lisa Wallenkamp, D-ABMDI

[MGT] (Management Training)
James Small, MJA, CPM, SHRM-SCP
Tanya Reynen, Deputy Chief of Training

2:00 pm to
3:00 pm

(Continued
Workshop)

A Change of Heart:
CHF

(Continued
Workshop)

Heart Failure affects over 5 million adults in the U.S
Heart failure also affects not only the inability to
carry on a job/career, but it affects the quality of life
a patient could have if their hearts could support
day-to-day activities. We will review the risk factors
for developing heart failure, the difference between
left and right sided heart failure, the differences in
assessments you will find as well as the most
common treatments and newest research in
Evidence Based Medicine showing increases in
quality of life and decreasing mortality.

[ALL] (Cardiology)

Janet Taylor, BSN, CEN, CFRN, CCEMT-P

3:15 pm to
4:15 pm

(Continued
Workshop)

(Continued
Workshop)

Did you step in it?

As a first responder, we often don’t know we are at
a crime scene until we are in it. To better understand
on what to do at a crime scene, we need to better
understand the roles of all the emergency services
present (Fire, EMS & Law Enforcement). Come see
how to better understand our 3 Headed Juggernaut
(Fire, EMS & Law Enforcement) and work better
together to protect the scene and protect yourself!

[ALL] (Operations)
Douglas Wildermuth, Director of EMS

Dinner
4:30 pm to 6:30pm

WEMSA Welcome Party
6:30 pm to 9:30pm

Upper
Lounge

SCHEDULE
Thursday, February 2nd
Leadership
Track

8:00 am to Supervisor SimLab
Part 1 (Half Day)
9:00 am

EMS Supervisor SimLab provides a
practical learning environment in which
EMS supervisors and managers will be
challenged to tackle real-life
ambulance service personnel and
operational issues. The participants will
be provided with fact-based sexual
harassment scenario during the
workshop and will work in groups to
create a brief outline of how they
would approach each issue. During the
workshop, EMS Attorney Scott Moore
will facilitate an interactive discussion
and practical exercises with the
participants, challenging common
industry practices, while highlighting
the most strategic investigative
procedures and techniques.

ALS
Track

BLS
Track

The Right Stuff: Critical My New Coworker
Thinking Application
is a Dog?
Responder mental health and well-being is
ALS
an important factor in retaining first

“If it walks like a duck and quacks like a
duck….” We’ve heard that saying and
have always relied on that way of
thinking to get us through most of the
medical calls we are dispatched to.
But things aren’t always what they
seem. Just changing a back story by
one small detail can completely change
an assessment and/or treatment. In
this presentation we are going to go
over actual cases and list the potential
differential diagnoses that may fit the
history and physical and use critical
thinking to narrow down the possibilities
and find out what is really going on with
these patients.

responders, who are the most valuable asset
to an organization and community.

[MGT] (Management Training)

[ALS] (Medical)

Allina Health EMS

Scott Moore, Esq., EMS Attorney

Janet Taylor, BSN, CEN, CFRN, CCEMT-P

9:15 am to
10:15 am

(Continued
Workshop)

In 2019 Allina Health EMS welcomed its first
EMS Therapy Dog to its EMS Operation and
have since added a second dog. Their
program developers and handlers will
address how to navigate liability concerns,
dog selection and training, deploying your
therapy dog, and most importantly, the
different ways the therapy dogs can support
the mental health and well-being of all first
responders in your community.

[ALL] (Operations)

Pediatric
Sepsis

Sepsis is a life-threatening organ dysfunction
caused by an overwhelming bodily response
to an infection. Caring for a septic infant or
child presents not only a management
challenge, but also causes anxiety and fear
in even the most seasoned EMT and
paramedic. As one of the leading causes of
death for children in the U.S., the EMS
professional must be familiar with the signs
and symptoms of this life-threatening event,
and vigilant during his or her examination.
This presentation will help you to recognize
and properly intervene, which is essential, in
order to improve a patient's outcome.

Law Enforcement
and EMS Workshop

Law enforcement and EMS are fluid
fields that are ever changing. Did
EMS responders know that they can
transport a K9 in their ambulance?
What can we do for a suspect that
has been Tased and were you aware
of where the tourniquet is on a
police officer? Come see this
program that dynamically brings
both worlds together.

[ALL] (Operations)
Douglas Wildermuth, Director of EMS

[ALS] (Medical)
Chris Ebright, Lead Instructor

10:30 am to
11:30 am

(Continued
Workshop)

Lunch
11:30 am to 12:30pm
Upper
Lounge

Pediatric
Capnography
This presentation highlights uses for
capnography in pediatric patients in the
pre-hospital setting. Uses include
confirmation of intubation, maintenance of
ventilation in intubated and non-intubated
children, monitoring of effectiveness of
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and as an
adjunct for monitoring of sedated children
and children with lower respiratory disease,
shock and metabolic derangements.

[ALS] (Medical)
Chris Ebright, Lead Instructor

(Continued
Workshop)

SCHEDULE
Thursday, February 2nd
Leadership
Track

12:45 pm
to
1:45 pm

Supervisor SimLab
Part 2 (Half Day)
In Part 2, they will outline and assist the
EMS Supervisors with drafting
comprehensive, and legally defensible,
investigative report. There has never
been more scrutiny with how employers
handle complaints of harassment in the
workplace. The EMS Supervisor SimLab
will prepare any EMS supervisor or
leader for tomorrow’s complaint.

[MGT] (Management Training)
Scott Moore, Esq., EMS Attorney

ALS
Track

It’s Tricky
Chances are good that most of your
clinical practices are accomplished using
the same tools and techniques that you
used when you went through your initial
education and training. That was how
many years ago? We all get it, if it ain’t
broke, don’t fix it. What if you don’t even
realize it’s broken? This session explores
some easy ways to improve your clinical
practice tools and techniques without
compromising patient care, while
possibly even improving it. This promises
to be a fun, hands-on session.

[ALS] (Medical)
Brian Donaldson, Paramedicine Leader
EMS Director, Peach County EMS

2:00 pm
to
3:00 pm

(Continued
Workshop)

(Continued
Workshop)

3:15 pm
to
4:15 pm

(Continued
Workshop)

The Smiling Death
When responding to an entrapment
situation, EMS should be prepared to
manage a patient with crush syndrome.
Having your patient die moments after
being freed is a tragic end to a wellexecuted rescue. EMS providers as part
of these teams can reduce the chances
of this through recognition and proper
pre-treatment prior to extrication. Come
listen to this presentation and find out
how.

[ALS] (Medical)
Chris Ebright, Lead Instructor

BLS
Track
Street Drugs: What
You Need To Know
Workshop
Another overdose...great! Can you
figure out what the patient Overdosed
on from the way they presented to you?
Today's street drugs are ever evolving.
From the different types of Fentanyl to
exquisite drugs like DMT, the names
keep changing so shouldn’t we be able
to keep up? Come see what the more
common ones out there are, how they
are consumed and how we can look at
the patient to identify them.

[ALL] (Medical)

Douglas Wildermuth, Director of EMS

(Continued
Workshop)

Bizarre and Unusual
Case Studies: You
can't make this stuff
up!
A review of bizarre case studies that
the presenter has actually experienced
that will bring to the light the
importance of thinking outside of the
box and not getting stuck in tunnel
vision when dealing with complicated
calls that are not textbook scenarios.
This lecture will discuss the
importance of patient assessment and
prioritizing treatment plans when
multiple medical and trauma issues
exist together.

[ALL] (Medical)

Andrea Sjaardema Zickmun
FP-C, EMS Instructor

Expo & Dinner
Hall A/B
4:30 pm to 6:30pm

Network & Chill
Upper
6:30 pm to 9:30pm Lounge

SCHEDULE
Friday, February 3rd
Leadership
Track

8:00 am to
11:30 am

ALS
Track

BLS
Track

State of the Association & Awards
The Key Knot: Tools of the Trade Agricultural Learning Lab

Not your typical Keynote Address. The "Key Knot" is the a 3-hour all hands-on learning lab featuring over 16+ learning
stations with hands-on activities, games, demonstrations, rescue training, that participants can explore topics such as
emergency preparedness, rescue essentials, agricultural assessments and much more. Marshfield Clinic Research Institute
and partners have organized this amazing opportunity to explore numerous topics that EMS professionals face.

Expo Hall & Lunch
11:15 am to 12:45pm
12:45 pm to
1:45 pm

An Evidence-Based
Approach to
Burnout and Stress
for EMS
Burnout and work-related stress have
negative consequences for the EMS
professional and their workplace
organizations. Addressing the root
causes and improving the health and
safety of the workforce requires a
multi-level approach. In this
discussion, we’ll explore drivers of
burnout and present research-based
strategies to reduce stress.

[MGT] (Management Training)
Dr. Remle Crowe, PhD
Mike Taigman, Assistant Professor

Intimate
2:45 pm to Relationships in the
3:45 pm
EMS World
We are only as strong as the weakest link. We
hear this all the time, but what if the weakest link
is us or our significant other or even both at the
same time? How do we overcome these
challenges? How do we stay focused on our job if
our mind is somewhere else? In this class we will
outline common mistakes and strong solutions to
move the relationship forward.

[MGT] (Management Training)
Dr. Amy Savage, PhD, Battalion Commander
Clinical Forensic Psychologist, Army Reserves

Expo Hall
1:45 pm to 2:45pm

[ALL] (Operations)

Hall A/B

Marshfield Clinic Research Institute

Quivering Now: The
Disturbed Atria

Neonate and Infant
Case Studies

Atrial Fibrillation is the most common type
of heart arrhythmia. Our older patients
have an increasingly high rate of
presenting in this quivering, irregular
rhythm. These patients living with chronic
atrial fibrillation also are at an increased
risk for other medical issues. New onsets of
atrial fibrillation may require rapid
recognition and intervention to avoid
further comorbidities. EMS providers are
uniquely positioned to both recognize and
treat these patients to effect the best
outcome.

Babies! Babies! Babies! In this
presentation we will cover three unique
neonate/infant case studies. During
these cases we will discuss many topics
like neonate respiratory distress
syndrome, Ballard Scores,
malnourishment and cardiogenic shock.

[ALL] (Medical)
Johanna Thompson, Flight Paramedic
Clinical Logistics Specialist & Educator

[ALS] (Medical)
Jenni Salomon, Instructor
EMS Consultant & Training Specialist

Stroke
We all know that the EMS stroke assessment
scale of choice is the Cincinnati Prehospital
Stroke Scale, right? It has been the “gold
standard” for years now, or has it? Maybe it
is the Los Angeles Prehospital Stroke Screen,
or RACE, or NIH, or LAMS, or something
altogether different? They all do the same
thing . . . or do they? This session explores
some of the current available stroke
assessment tools and how they may be
applied in the out-of-hospital setting, how
they stack up based upon evidence, and how
there use potentially impacts patient
outcomes.

[ALS] (Medical)
Brian Donaldson, Paramedicine Leader
EMS Director, Peach County EMS

Hall A/B

That SMELL, the
LOOK, now TREAT it!
Workshop
Burn calls can be some of the worst
calls an EMS provider can get. This
presentation will review the burning
process, the possible causes, and the
specific treatments of burns including
special populations. It will also
discuss the difficult fears all FF/EMS
professionals have of getting burned
and the uphill battle of recovery and
the inevitable question after recovery
“Now what?”

[ALL] (Trauma)
Andrea Sjaardema Zickmun
FP-C, EMS Instructor

SCHEDULE
Friday, February 3rd
Leadership
Track

Shifting
4:00 pm to
5:00 pm Organizational Culture
from Frathouse to
Firehouse

ALS
Track
(Continued
Workshop)

Pledging to your favorite fraternity
might have been the time of your
life, however, when you take the
oath to serve in a public safety
profession it's time to trade in the
culture of the fraternity house for
the brotherhood of the fire service.

BLS
Track
Little Tykes are not
Little Adults!
Pediatric calls can make any one on
EMS take a deep breath, but when that
pediatric call is one involving a
traumatic event, it can be downright
nerve racking. This presentation will
review the anatomy and injury patterns
of the pediatric patient vs the adult
patient, stressing that they ARE NOT
LITTLE ADULTS! Hopefully with a better
understanding of the pediatric anatomy
and physiology, during a traumatic
event, the next pediatric call will not
cause as much anxiety!

[MGT] (Management Training)

[ALL] (Medical)

James Small, MJA, CPM, SHRM-SCP
Shelby Perket, Paramedic, FF, BS

Andrea Sjaardema Zickmun
FP-C, EMS Instructor

Pending Event
6:30 pm to 9:30pm

Upper
Lounge

SCHEDULE
Saturday, February 3rd
Leadership
Track

8:00 am to
9:00 am

ALS
Track

BLS
Track

Scary Side Effects and
DNA of an EMS
Prehospital Care
Professional
Pitfalls
Workshop (Half Day)

Beyond SPICES &
Beers: Geriatrics in
the Field

Risk is the chance that any activity or action
could happen and harm someone. There is
no such thing as zero risk. Almost everything
has an associated risk. Paramedics operate
in potentially hazardous and risky settings on
a regular basis. Reviewing best practices to
keep patients and providers safe can reduce
some of the chances for error and exposure.
This allows patients to receive better care,
providers to feel more confident in their skills
and empowers agencies to ensure risk
management becomes a part of their
culture.

Healthcare is flooding with older adults
as the population in the United States
continues to age. Older adults are not
only complex with multiple
comorbidities, but often do not present
with typical symptoms. This
presentation will explore atypical
presentations of geriatric patients,
review common geriatric syndromes,
and enhance your knowledge on
emergency management of this unique
population.

[MGT] (Management Training)

[ALS] (Medical)

[ALL] (Medical)

Don Adams, BS, Paramedic

Jenni Salomon, Instructor
EMS Consultant & Training Specialist

Dr. Carrie Manke
Author, Speaker, Coach

Comprehensive half-day program/lecture,
designed to induce collaboration and educate
around how to define, identify, interview, hire
and retain quality EMS professionals in a
department or organization.

9:15 am to
10:15 am

(Continued
Workshop)

Procedures 2.0
(Workshop)
As the practice of medicine advances, so do
the techniques and equipment we use for
procedures. From needle decompression to
finger thoracostomy and surgical airways,
current and upcoming procedures will be
included in this presentation. New equipment
and modifications to the skills will also be
discussed.

(Continued
Workshop)

[ALS] (Medical)
Kerry Edward Degen
Deputy Chief of EMS, Manager of Education

10:30 am to
11:30 am

(Continued
Workshop)

(Continued
Workshop)

Why won’t You Stop
Bleeding?! A look at
Prehospital Care of
Hemorrhaging Patients

The prehospital care of patients going into hemorrhagic shock should be
simple, right? Plug the hole and then its time to roll! Contrary to popular
belief, the care of these hemorrhaging patients may be more nuanced
then that. Taking the time to ask ourselves pertinent questions may
benefit us more than we realize, such as: What am I stuffing the hole
with? What if there’s a bunch of holes? What if there’s no holes and the
bleeding is internal? In this course we will discuss these questions and
more. After all, those crucial first moments when the hemorrhaging
patient is spending time with you is of vital importance; so lets talk about
them as such.

Expo Hall/ Lunch
11:15 am to 1:15pm

Hall A &
Hall B

[ALL] (Trauma)
Katie Koshak EMT-B, RN, BSN, CFR
Flight Nurse

SCHEDULE
Saturday, February 3rd
Leadership
Track

1:30 pm to Quality Improvement
Fundamentals
2:30 pm

ALS
Track

Urine Luck: GU and
Renal Emergencies

Setting up a QA/QI program at your EMS
agency can feel like a daunting task. Will
we review only a percentage of patient
care reports and all specialty charts like
cardiac arrests or traumas? Or do we have
the capability to perform 100% chart review
and gather all of the information from our
patient care reports? The answer is neither
of these. In this workshop, we’ll apply best
practices for meaningful quality
improvement using the Model for
Improvement framework.

Increased diagnosis and reporting shows
that the frequency of patients
experiencing GU and/or Renal complaints
is growing. While many complaints will
require only supportive care from EMS
providers, there are some that require
more specialized care. An attentive
provider can discover key information that
directs the best patient care long after the
prehospital portion is done. A review of
GU and Renal gross anatomy is included
as well as key assessment and treatment
pearls for the advanced provider.

[MGT] (Management Training)

[ALS] (Medical)

Dr. Remle Crowe, PhD
Mike Taigman, Assistant Professor

Jenni Salomon, Instructor
EMS Consultant & Training Specialist

BLS
Track
Treatment Beyond
the Physical
Ailments: Creating
a Culture of
Trauma-Informed
Care
Foundational knowledge on traumainformed care is critical to provide a
safe and compassionate culture for
trauma victims, and avoid retraumatizing the patient. This
presentation will dive into a personal
account of sexual assault and provide
the learner with an understanding of
the physiological impact of trauma,
methods for creating a culture of
trauma-informed care, and
demonstrate how to develop a trusting
relationship with a patient that has
experienced trauma.

[ALL] (Trauma)
Dr. Carrie Manke
Author, Speaker, Coach

2:45 pm to
3:45 pm

(Continued
Workshop)

The Top 10 Ways to
Kill Your Patient
"The Top 10 Ways To Kill Your Patient” delves into the
research on interventions that may be detrimental to our
patients, despite providers best intentions. It discusses
processes and areas of focus to improve patient
outcomes. The topic list includes the following:
1. Traumatic Arrest Management
2. Ventilation
3. Trauma Triad of Death
4. CPR (heads-up, mechanical compressions, ResQPOD)
5. Airway management / RSI
6. Scene Time – delays to definitive care
7. Ambulance Safety
8. Exsanguination
9. No Loads / Discharging patients / AMA
10. Medication Errors

[ALS] (Medical)
Kerry Edward Degen
Deputy Chief of EMS, Manager of Education

(Continued
Workshop)

Know Before You Go
CHECK-IN

After you have registered and paid, please head to the
Registration Desk to check-in and get your badge. Your
badge is required for scanning into sessions to earn CE
credit.

SESSION SURVEYS
Per CAPCE requirement, you MUST complete a survey for
each session you attend. Surveys will be located within
the Mobile App OR return to the registration kiosks to
login and provide your survey.

MOBILE APP

Check Your Email to Download the Mobile App
after you have registered. This email will be
sent closer to the conference.
Session surveys are completed
through the app and are required to
receive continuing education credit.
Survey kiosks will be available on-site
as well.

Know Before You Go
FOOD SCHEDULE/ OPTIONS

There are food options available each day you are
registered. Some days include food with your registration.
Food vendors will be on-site and accept cash or credit
cards.

Wednesday: Lunch included for Attendees
Dinner included for Attendees
Thursday: Lunch included for Attendees
Dinner Food Vendors On-Site in Expo Hall
Friday: Lunch Food Vendors On-Site in Expo Hall
Saturday: Lunch Food Vendors On-Site in Expo Hall
Please Note: All contracted hotels include a full
continental breakfast with your stay. Local options
are available as well for breakfast.

TRAVEL
HOTEL: Negotiated Hotel Blocks are available at the following
hotels:

SpringHill Suites by Marriott Green Bay
Best Western Green Bay Inn Conference Center
Quality Inn Stadium Area

Contracted hotels include a full continental breakfast with your stay.
Visit WEMSAexpo.com to find the reservation links or call the hotel
directly and Ask for the WEMSA Block or State you are here for the
WEMSA Conference at the Resch Expo

AIRLINES: The closest airport is
Green Bay Austin Straubel
International Airport.
Address: 2077 Airport Drive Green Bay, WI 54313

Airlines that fly to GRB:

THANK YOU

SPONSORS

